The analytical study of long wave scattering in a canal with a rapidly varying cross-section is presented. It is assumed that waves propagate on a stationary current with a given flow rate. Due to the fixed flow rate, the current speed is different 
can appear in the process of waves scattering. The conditions are found when the over-reflection and over-transmission phenomena occur. In particular, it is shown that a spontaneous wave generation can arise in a transcritical accelerating flow, when the background current enhances due to the canal narrowing. This resembles a spontaneous wave generation on the horizon of an evaporating black hole due to the Hawking effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of water wave transformation in a canal of a variable cross-section is one of the classic problems of theoretical and applied hydrodynamics. It has been studied in many books, reports, and journal papers starting from the first edition (1879) of the famous monograph by H. Lamb, Hydrodynamics (see the last lifetime publication [1] ). In particular, the coefficients of transformation of long linear waves in a canal of a rectangular cross-section with an abrupt change of geometrical parameters (width and depth) were presented. The transmission and reflection coefficients were found as functions of depth ratio X = h 2 /h 1 and width ratio Y = b 2 /b 1 , where h 1 and b 1 are the canal depth and width at that side from which the incident wave arrives, and h 2 and b 2 are the corresponding canal parameters at the opposite side where the transmitted wave goes to (see Fig. 1 ). The parameters X and Y can be both less than 1, and greater than 1. As explained in Ref. [1] , the canal cross-section can vary smoothly, but if the wavelengths of all scattered waves are much greater than the characteristic scale of variation of the canal cross-section, then the canal model with the abrupt change of parameters is valid. The Lamb model has been further generalised for waves of arbitrary wavelengths and applied to many practical problems. One of the typical applications of such a model is in the problem of oceanic wave transformation in the shelf zone; the numerous references can be found in the books and reviews [2] [3] [4] . In such applications the canal width is assumed to be either constant or infinitely long and only the water depth abruptly changes.
A similar problem was studied also in application to internal waves, but analytical results were obtained only for the transformation coefficients of long waves in a two-layer fluid [5] , whereas for waves of arbitrary wavelength only the numerical results were obtained and the approximative formulae were suggested [6] .
All aforementioned problems of wave transformation were studied for cases when there is no background current. However, there are many situations when there is a flow over an underwater step or in the canals or rivers with variable cross-sections. The presence of a current can dramatically affect the transformation coefficients due to the specific wavecurrent interaction (see, e.g., Ref. [7] and references therein). The amplitudes and energies of reflected and transmitted waves can significantly exceed the amplitude and energy of an incident wave. Such over-reflection and over-transmission phenomena are known in hydrodynamics and plasma physics (see, e.g., Ref. [8] ); the wave energy in such cases can be extracted from the mean flow. Apparently, due to complexity of wave scattering problem in the presence of a background flow, no results were obtained thus far even for a relatively weak flow and small flow variation in a canal. There are, however, a number of works devoted to wave-current interactions and, in particular, wave scattering in spatially varying flows mainly on deep water (see, for instance, Refs. [7, [9] [10] [11] and references therein). In Ref. [7] the authors considered the surface wave scattering in two-dimensional geometry in (x, y)-plane for the various models of underwater obstacles and currents including vortices.
In particular, they studied numerically wave passage over an underwater step in the shoaling zone in the presence of a current. However, the transformation coefficients were not obtained even in the plane geometry.
Here we study the problem of long wave scattering analytically for all possible configurations of the background flow and incident wave (downstream and upstream propagation) in the narrowing or widening canal (accelerating or decelerating flow) for the subcritical, transcritical, and supercritical regimes when the current speed is less or greater than the typical wave speed c 0 = √ gh in calm water in the corresponding canal section (g is the acceleration due to gravity, and h is the canal depth). Because we consider a limiting model case of very long waves when the variation of canal geometry is abrupt, the wave blocking phenomenon here has a specific character of reflection. Such a phenomenon has been studied in shallow-water limit in Ref. [9] , but transformation coefficients were not obtained.
Notice also that in the last decade the problem of wave-current interaction in water with a spatially varying flow has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers due to application to the modelling of Hawking's radiation emitted by evaporating black holes [12] (see also Refs. [13] [14] [15] ). Recent experiments in a water tank [16] have confirmed the main features of the Hawking radiation; however many interesting and important issues are still under investigation. In particular, it is topical to calculate the transformation coefficients of all possible modes generated in the process of incident mode conversion in the spatially varying flow. Several papers have been devoted to this problem both for the subcritical [17, 18] and transcritical [19, 20] flows. However, in all these papers the influence of wave dispersion was important, whereas there is no dispersion in the problem of black hole radiation. Our results for the dispersionless wave transformation can shed light on the problem of mode conversion in the relatively simple model considered in this paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DISPERSION RELATION
Consider a long surface gravity wave propagating on the background current in a canal consisting of two portions of different cross-section each as shown in Fig. 1 . A similar problem with a minor modification can be considered for internal waves in two-layer fluid, but we focus here on the simplest model to gain an insight in the complex problem of wave-current interaction. We assume that both the canal width and depth abruptly change at the same place, at the juncture of two canal portions. The current is assumed to be uniform across the canal cross-section and flows from left to right accelerating, if the canal cross-section decreases, or decelerating, if it increases. In the presence of a current the water surface does not remain plane even if the canal depth is unchanged, but the width changes.
According to the Bernoulli law, when the current accelerates due to the canal narrowing, the pressure in the water decreases and, as a result, the level of the free surface reduces.
Therefore, asymptotically, when x → ∞, the portion of canal cross-section occupied by water is S 2 = b 2 h 2 . A similar variation in the water surface occurs in any case when the current accelerates due to decrease of the canal cross-section in general; this is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (this figure is presented not in scale, just for the sake of a vivid explanation of the wave scattering, whereas in fact, we consider periodic waves with the wavelengths much The relationship between the water depth h 2 , which asymptotically onsets at the infinity, and variations of canal width and depth at the juncture point is nontrivial. In particular, even in the case when the canal width is unchanged, and the canal cross-section changes only due to the presence of a bottom step of a height d, the water depth h 2 at the infinity is not equal to the difference h 1 −d (see, e.g., Ref. [21] ). As shown in the cited paper, variation of a free surface due to increase of water flow is smooth even in the case of abruptly changed depth, but in the long-wave approximation it can be considered as abrupt. In any case, we will parameterize the formulas for the transformation coefficients in terms of the real depth ratio at plus and minus infinity X = h 2 /h 1 and canal width aspect ratio Y = b 2 /b 1 . The long-wave approximation allows us to neglect the dispersion assuming that the wavelength λ of any wave participating in the scattering is much greater than the canal depth h in the corresponding section.
In the linear approximation the main set of hydrodynamic equations for shallow-water waves in a perfect incompressible fluid is (see, e.g., Ref. [1] ):
Here u(x, t) is a wave induced perturbation of a horizontal velocity, U is the velocity of background flow which is equal to U 1 at minus infinity and U 2 at plus infinity, η(x, t) is the perturbation of a free surface due to the wave motion, and h is the canal depth which is equal to h 1 at minus infinity and h 2 at plus infinity -see Fig. 2 .
For the incident harmonic wave of the form ∼ e i(ωt−kx) co-propagating with the background flow we obtain from Eq. (2)
where index i pertains to incident wave (in what follows indices t and r will be used for the transmitted and reflected waves respectively).
Combining this with Eq. (1), we derive the dispersion relation for the incident wave
where
Similarly for the transmitted wave we have (ω − U 2 k t ) η t = h 2 k t u t and the dispersion relation ω = (U 2 + c 02 ) k t , where c 02 = √ gh 2 . Notice that the wave frequency remains unchanged in the process of wave transformation in a stationary, but spatially varying medium. Then, equating the frequencies for the incident and transmitted waves, we ob-
From the mass conservation for the background flow we have
XY . Using this relationship, we obtain for the wave number of the transmitted wave
where Fr = U 1 /c 01 is the Froude number.
The relationship between the wave numbers of incident and transmitted waves as functions of the depth drop X is shown in Fig. 3 for several values of Fr and Y = 1. As one can see, the ratio of wave numbers k t /k i non-monotonically depends on X; it has a max-
also a non-monotonic function of the Froude number; it has a minimum at Fr = 0.5 where
In the limiting case, when there is no current (Fr = 0), k t /k i = X For the upstream propagating reflected wave the harmonic dependencies of free surface and velocity perturbations are {η, u} ∼ e i(ωt+krx) . Then from Eq. (2) we obtain (ω + U 1 k r ) η r = −h 1 k r u r , and combining this with Eq. (1), we derive the dispersion relation for the reflected wave with k r < 0
Equating the frequencies of the incident and reflected waves, we obtain from the dispersion relations the relationship between the wave numbers:
Notice that the ratio of wave numbers |k r |/k i depends only on Fr, but does not depend on X and Y .
The dispersion relations for long surface waves on a constant current are shown in counter current, the current traps them and pulls downstream. In the immovable laboratory coordinate frame they look like waves propagating to the right jointly with the current.
As shown in Refs. [22] [23] [24] , such waves possess a negative energy. This means that the total energy of a medium when waves are excited is less then the energy of a medium without waves. Obviously, this can occur only in the non-equilibrium media, for example, in hydrodynamical flows possessing kinetic energy. In the equilibrium media, wave excitation makes the total energy greater than the energy of the non-perturbed media (more detailed discussion of the negative energy concept one can find in the citations presented above and references therein). In Appendix A we present the direct calculation of wave energy for the dispersionless case considered here and show when it become negative.
With the help of dispersion relations, the links between the perturbations of fluid velocity and free surface in the incident, reflected and transmitted waves can be presented as
Using these relationships, we calculate in the next sections the transformation coefficients for all possible flow regimes and wave-current configurations.
III. SUBCRITICAL FLOW IN BOTH THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM DOMAINS A. Downstream propagating incident wave
Consider first the case when the current is co-directed with the x-axis (see Fig. 2 ) and the incident wave travels in the same direction. Then, the transmitted wave is also co-directed with the current, but the reflected wave travels against the current. We assume that the current is subcritical in both left domain and right domains, i.e. its speed U 1 < c 01 and U 2 < c 02 . This can be presented alternatively in terms of the Froude number and canal specific ratios, viz Fr < 1 and Fr < X 3/2 Y .
To derive the transformation coefficients, we use the boundary conditions at the juncture point x = 0. These conditions physically imply the continuity of pressure and continuity of horizontal mass flux induced by a surface wave. The total pressure in the moving fluid consists of hydrostatic pressure ρg(h + η) and kinetic pressure ρ(U + u) 2 /2. The condition of pressure continuity in the linear approximation reduces to
where indices 1 and 2 pertain to the left and right domains respectively far enough from the juncture point x = 0. In the left domain we have {η 1 , u 1 } = {η i + η r , u i + u r }, whereas in the right domain {η 2 , u 2 } = {η t , u t }.
Using the relationships between u i,r,t and η i,r,t as per Eq. (8) and assuming that the incident wave has a unit amplitude in terms of η, we obtain from Eq. (9) g
where R η and T η are amplitudes of reflected and transmitted waves respectively. In the dimensionless form this equations reads
The condition of mass flux continuity leads to the equation
In the linear approximation and dimensionless form this gives:
After that we derive the transformation coefficients R η and T η from Eqs. (11) and (13):
These formulas naturally reduce to the well-known Lamb formulas [1] when Fr → 0.
Graphics of T η and R η as functions of depth drop X are shown in Fig. 5 for the particular value of Froude number Fr = 0.5 and Y = 1.
As follows from the formula for R η , the reflection coefficient increases uniformly in absolute value, when the Froude number increases from 0 to 1, provided that √ XY = 1.
It is important to notice that the reflectionless propagation can occur in the case, when √ XY = 1, whereas neither X, nor Y are equal to one. The transmission coefficient in this coefficient is negative when √ XY > 1, which means that the reflected wave is in anti-phase with respect to the incident wave.
The dependence of T η on the Froude number is more complicated and non-monotonic in X. However, in general T η → 0 in two limiting cases, when X → 0, then
It is appropriate to mention here the nature of singularity of the reflection coefficient R η and wave number k r of the reflected wave as per Eq. (7) when Fr → 1. In such case, the dispersion line 2 in Fig. 4 approaches negative half-axis of k, and the point of intersection of line 2 with the dashed horizontal line 7 shifts to the minus infinity, i.e. k r → −∞, and the wavelength of reflected wave λ r = 2π/|k r | → 0. Thus, we see that when Fr → 1, then the amplitude of the reflected wave R η infinitely increases, and its wavelength vanishes. It will be shown below that the wave energy flux associated with the reflected wave remains finite even when Fr = 1.
The results obtained for the transformation coefficients are in consistency with the wave energy flux conservation in an inhomogeneous stationary moving fluid (see, e.g., Ref. [25] ), the density of wave energy. In the case of long waves in shallow water we have (V g ) 1,2 = (c 0 ) 1,2 ± U 1,2 . As shown in Appendix A (see also Refs. [24, 26] ), the period-averaged energy density in the long-wave limit is E = gA 2 b (1 ± Fr) /2, where A is the amplitude of free surface perturbation, b is the canal width, sign plus pertains to waves co-propagating with the background flow, and sign minus -to waves propagating against the flow. Taking into account that the energy fluxes in the incident and transmitted waves are directed to the right, and the energy flux in the reflected wave is directed to the left, we obtain
where the factor √ XY accounts for the change of the cross-sectional area of the canal.
Substituting here the expressions for the transformation coefficients Eq. (14), we confirm that Eq. (15) reduces to the identity. Notice that the second term in the left-hand side of Eq. (15), which represents the energy flux induced by the reflected wave, remains finite even at Fr = 1.
The gain of energy densities in the reflected and transmitted waves can be presented as the ratios E r /E i and E t /E i . Using the formulas for the transformation coefficients and expression for the wave energy in a moving fluid (see above), we obtain
As follows from the first of these expressions, the density of wave energy in the reflected wave is enhanced uniformly by the current at any Froude number ranging from 0 to 1 regardless of X and Y , whereas the density of wave energy in the transmitted wave can be slightly enhanced by the current only if X 3/2 Y > 1; otherwise, it is less than that in the incident wave. Figure 6 illustrates the gain of energy density in the transmitted wave for Consider now the case when the current is still co-directed with the x axis (see Fig. 2 ) and the incident wave travels in the opposite direction from plus infinity. Then, the transmitted wave in the left domain propagates counter current, and the reflected wave in the right domain is co-directed with the current. In the dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 4 and reflected waves as in Eqs. (5) and (7), as well as the transformation coefficients as in Eqs. (14) with the only difference that the sign of the Froude number should be changed everywhere to the opposite, Fr → −Fr. However, the change of sign in the Froude number leads to singularities in both the wave number of the transmitted wave and the transmission coefficient. Therefore for the wave numbers of scattered waves we obtain: Line 1 pertains to the reference case studied by Lamb [1] when there is no flow (Fr = 0).
As one can see, when the depth drop decreases and approaches the critical value, X → X c = (Fr/Y ) 2/3 , the wave number of the transmitted wave becomes infinitely big (and the corresponding wavelength vanishes). This means that the current in the left domain becomes very strong and supercritical; the transmitted wave cannot propagate against it and the blocking phenomenon occurs (see, e.g., Refs. [27, 28] and references therein).
The transformation coefficients for this case are
They are as shown in Fig. 8 in the domains where the subcritical regime occurs, The gain of energy densities in the reflected and transmitted waves follows from Eq. (16) if we replace Fr by −Fr (see lines 4 and 5 in Fig. 6 ):
the reflected wave regardless of X and Y . Moreover, the wave density in this wave vanishes when Fr → 1. However, in the transmitted wave the density of wave energy quickly increases when X → X c being greater than X c (see lines 5 and 6 in Fig. 6 ). Thus, the typical overtransmission phenomenon occurs in the scattering of upstream propagating wave (cf. with the over-reflection phenomenon described at the end of the previous subsection).
IV. SUBCRITICAL FLOW IN THE UPSTREAM DOMAIN, BUT SUPERCRITICAL IN THE DOWNSTREAM DOMAIN
In such a case an incident wave can propagate only along the current. In the downstream domain where the current is supercritical no one wave can propagate against it. Therefore, we consider here a scattering of only a downstream propagating incident wave which arrives from minus infinity in Fig. 1 . We assume that the Froude number and geometric parameters of a canal are such that X 3/2 Y < Fr < 1.
In the upstream domain two waves of frequency ω can propagate in the subcritical flow.
One of them is an incident wave with the unit amplitude and wave number k i = ω/(c 01 + U 1 ) and another one is the reflected wave with the amplitude R η and wave number k r = ω/(c 01 − U 1 ). In the downstream domain two waves can exist too. One of them is the transmitted wave of positive energy with the amplitude T p and wave number k t1 = ω/(U 2 + c 02 ) and another one is the transmitted wave of negative energy (see the Appendix) with the amplitude T n and wave number k t2 = ω/(U 2 − c 02 ).
The relationships between the wave numbers of scattered waves follows from the frequency conservation. For the transmitted wave of positive energy and reflected wave we obtain the same formulas as in Eqs. (5) and (7), whereas for the transmitted wave of negative energy we obtain k t2
As follows from this formula, the wave number k t2 infinitely increases when X → X c being less than X c . The dependencies of k t1 /k i are shown in Fig. 3 by lines 2 , 3 , and 4 for Fr = 0.1, 0.5, and 1, respectively, whereas the dependencies of k t2 /k i are shown in Fig.   7 by lines 2 and 3 for Fr = 0.1 and 0.5 respectively.
To find the transformation coefficients we use the same boundary conditions as in Eqs.
(10) and (12), but now they provide the following set of equations:
This set relates three unknown quantities, R η , T p , and T n . We can express, for example, amplitudes of transmitted waves T p and T n in terms of unit amplitude of incident wave and amplitude of reflected wave R η :
whereas the reflection coefficient R η remains unknown.
It can be noticed a particular case when the background flow could, probably, spontaneously generate waves to the both sides of a juncture where the background flow abruptly changes from the subcritical to supercritical value. Bearing in mind that the transformation coefficients are normalized on the amplitude of an incident wave,
T n ≡ A n /A i , and considering a limit when A i → 0, we obtain from Eqs. (23) and (24):
The conservation of wave energy flux in general is
After substitution here of the transmission coefficients Eqs. (23) and (24) we obtain the identity regardless of R η . In the case of spontaneous wave generation when there is no incident wave, Eq. (26) turns to the identity too after its re-normalization and substitution of Eqs. (25) . This resembles a spontaneous wave generation due to Hawking's effect [12, 14, 15]) at the horizon of an evaporating black hole, when a positive energy wave propagates towards our space (the upstream propagating wave A r in our case), whereas a negative energy wave together with a positive energy wave propagates towards the black hole (the downstream propagating waves A n and A p ).
Thus, within the model with an abrupt change of canal cross-section the complete solution for the wave scattering cannot be obtained in general. One needs to discard from the approximation when the current speed abruptly increases at the juncture and consider a smooth current transition from one value U 1 to another one U 2 (this problem was recently studied in Ref. [29] ).
V. SUPERCRITICAL FLOW IN BOTH THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM DOMAINS
Now let us consider a wave scattering in the case when the flow is supercritical both in 
whereas the latter is the wave of negative energy (see the Appendix) and has the wave
In the downstream domain where we assume that the flow is supercritical too, two waves appear as the result of scattering of incident waves. As in the upstream domain, one of the transmitted waves has positive energy and the wave number k t1 = ω/(U 2 + c 02 ), and the other has negative energy and the wave number k t2 = ω/(U 2 − c 02 ).
Let us assume that there is a wavemaker at minus infinity that generates a sinusoidal surface perturbation of frequency ω. Then, two waves of positive and negative energies with the amplitudes A p and A n , respectively, can jointly propagate. In the process of wave scattering at the canal juncture two transmitted waves with opposite energies will appear with the amplitudes T p and T n . Their amplitudes can be found from the boundary conditions Eqs. (10) and (12) . Then, after simple manipulations similar to those in Secs. III and IV we obtain:
only one transmitted wave, either of positive energy (T n = 0), when
or of negative energy (T p = 0), when
From the law of wave energy flux conservation we obtain
Substituting here the expressions for T p and T n as per Eqs. (27) and (28), we see that Eq.
(31) becomes an identity regardless of amplitudes of incoming waves A p and A n , including the cases when they are related by Eqs. (29) or (30) . In the particular cases one of the incident waves can be suppressed, ether the wave of negative energy or wave of positive energy. In the former case we set A n = 0 and A p = 1, and in the latter case we set A p = 0 and A n = 1.
When there is only one incident wave of positive energy with the amplitude A p = 1 and there is no wave of negative energy (A n = 0), then the transmission coefficients Eqs. (27) and (28) reduce to
Recall that these formulas are valid for supercritical flows when Fr > 1 and Fr > X 3/2 Y .
In the limiting case when X → 0 and Y = const., we obtain
In another limiting case when When there is only one incident wave of negative energy with the amplitude A n = 1 and there is no wave of positive energy (A p = 0), then the transmission coefficients Eqs. (27) and (28) reduce to
In the limiting case when X → 0, and Y = const., we obtain
In another limiting case when X 3/2 Y → Fr, the transmission coefficient for the positive energy wave remains finite, whereas, the transmission coefficient for the negative energy wave within the framework of linear theory goes to plus infinity. The amplitudes of scattered waves can be found from the boundary conditions Eqs. (10) and (12) . This gives, after simple manipulations:
This set of equations provides a unique solution for the transmission coefficient T η only in the case when the amplitudes of incoming waves are related: 
Substituting here A n and T η from Eq. (38), we see that it becomes just the identity.
For the incident wave arriving from the plus infinity and propagating upstream in the subcritical domain of the flow, the problem of wave scattering within the model with a sharp change of a current is undefined. The incoming wave cannot penetrate from the domain with a subcritical flow into the domain with a supercritical flow, therefore one can say that formally the reflection coefficient in this case R η = 1, and the transmission coefficients T η = 0. However such a problem should be considered within a more complicated model with a smooth transcritical flow; this has been done in Ref. [29] .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper within the linear approximation we have studied a scattering of long surface waves at the canal juncture when its width and depth abruptly change at a certain place.
We have calculated the transformation coefficients for the reflected and transmitted waves in the presence of a background flow whose speed changes from U 1 to U 2 in accordance with the mass flux conservation. The calculated coefficients represent the effectiveness of the conversion of the incident wave into the other wave modes -reflected and transmitted of either positive or negative energy. Our consideration generalizes the classical problem studied by Ref. [1] when the background flow is absent. It was assumed that the characteristic scale of current variation in space is much less than the wavelengths of scattered waves. Such a simplified model allows one to gain insight into the complex problem of wave-current interaction and find the conditions for the over-reflection and over-transmission of water waves.
We have analyzed all possible orientations of the incident wave with respect to flow and studied all possible regimes of water flow (subcritical, supercritical, and transcritical). The transition through the critical point is a rather complex problem which was recently studied on the basis of a model with a continuously varying flow speed in a duct of smoothly varying width [29] . The summary of results obtained is presented in Table I . [29] , R η = 1 T n see Eq. (24) according to [29] , T p = −T n = 1 The problem studied can be further generalized for waves of arbitrary length taking into account the effect of dispersion. Similar works in this direction were published recently for relatively smooth current variation in the canal with the finite-length bottom obstacles [17, 18] . It is worthwhile to notice that in the dispersive case for purely gravity waves there is always one wave of negative energy for which the flow is supercritical. This negative energy mode smoothly transforms into the dispersionless mode when the flow increases. In such cases two other upstream propagating modes disappear, and the dispersion relations reduces to one of considered in this paper. It will be a challenge to compare the theoretical results obtained in this paper with the numerical and experimental data; this may be a matter of future study.
as the difference between the total energy density of water flow in the presence of a wave and in the absence of a wave (we remind the reader that in such approximation the wave energy density is proportional to the squared wave amplitude):
where the angular brackets stand for the averaging over a period. The first two terms in the square brackets represent the sum of potential and total kinetic energies, whereas the negative terms in the angular brackets represent the kinetic energy density of a current per se. Removing the brackets and retaining only the quadratic terms, we obtain (the linear terms disappear after the averaging over time, whereas the cubic and higher-order terms are omitted as they are beyond the accuracy in the linear approximation):
In the last angular brackets the first integral disappears after averaging over a period of sinusoidal wave, and the last integral for perturbations of infinitesimal amplitude can be presented in accordance with the "mean value theorem for integrals" as the product uη.
Then, the energy density reads:
Eliminating u with the help of Eq. (8), we obtain for the downstream and upstream
propagating waves
where sign plus pertains to the downstream propagating wave and sign minus -to the upstream propagating wave.
Thus, we see that the wave energy density is negative when Fr > 1, i.e., when a wave propagates against the current. In the meantime, the dispersion relation in a shallow water can be presented as ω = c 0 |k| + U · k, so that for the cocurrent propagating wave with k > 0 Notice in the conclusion that the relationship between the wave energy and frequency follows directly from the conservation of wave action density N (see Ref. [24] and references therein):
where E is the density of wave energy in the immovable coordinate frame (A4) where the water flows with the constant speed U, and E 0 and ω = c 0 |k| are the density of wave energy and frequency in the coordinate frame moving with the water.
